Abstract. In [3] , P. J. Hilton and J. Roitberg illustrated with several examples the failure of cancellation for products in the homotopy category of finite CW complexes. We reconstruct here these examples from a different point of view.
Introduction. Each example of Hilton and Roitberg consisted of principal ¿^-bundles Ea and Eß over Sn for which EaXSP^EßXS3
and yet Ea&±Eß. If Fs3 is the classifying space of the Lie group S3 and if a£7r"_i(,S3) and aoGxn(Fs3) correspond under the canonical isomorphism, then denote by pa:Ea-*Sn the principal S3-bundle classified by a0'.Sn->Bs3. They show that there is a supply of a, ßEtrn-i(S3)
with a^+ß, which guarantees that EagkEß, and with paoß0-0 /)(0«g, which implies that the fibered product Eaß of the maps pa and pß satisfies EaXS3^EaßC±LEßXS3.
The resulting homotopy equivalence Ea X S3-^Eß X S3, which is not made explicit in [3 ] , cannot be of the form/Xg for then f:Ea-^Eß would induce isomorphisms on homotopy and hence would be a homotopy equivalence; it must be twisted. We present here these examples from the point of view of the cellular structure of the spaces EaXS3 and EßXS3 to indicate how the homotopy equivalence EaXS3^>EßXS3 can be generated by a twisted homotopy equivalence S3 X S3->53 X S3.
Let mr : S3 XS3->S3 (r = 0, 1, • • • , 11) be the twelve multiplications on S3 as enumerated by M. Arkowitz and C. R. Curjel in [l] . For a'.Sn~1->53 define the map £"., = a X 1 o mr-.S»-1 XS3^S3XS3-^S3 (observing the "Hilton-Wylie" convention of writing composition of maps) and the adjunction space Ea,r = S3 U"air BnXS3. These spaces are related to the principal 53-bundles in that Ea,0 = Ea [3, Proposition 2.1]. We prove in §3 the following result. Proof. Since i = l mod k0, we can find «u=i mod k, »u**l mod 24.
Then ran is prime to k and to 24 and hence to «i2 = 24 k. Thus we have integers ray (t, j = 1,2) with (i) det(wy)=l,
(ii) «na~ta=/3and «i2a = 0, and
As in [3, Theorem 2.3] we can see that Ea,rc~E&:, implies that a=¿±/3 and so we have the immediate consequence of Theorem 2. Ea,r XS3c~ Eß,r X S3, Ea,r pk Ep,T.
2. The abstract situation. We work in the category of ¿-spaces with base-point and base-point preserving maps, with composition of f:A->B and g'.B-*C written /o g:A-*C. The equivalence relation induced by homotopies which preserve base-points will be denoted by ~.
Given g'.XX Y-^Z and the inclusion c\X^>CX of X onto the base of its cone CX, the adjunction space Z\JQ CXX Y described by c X If
is Hausdorff and hence is a è-space [4, 2.6]. We may therefore consider the above diagram as a push-out in the category of ¿-spaces.
Since there is an unrestricted exponential law in this category, each product functor -X IF preserves push-outs and hence 
is homotopy commutative, then k extends to a homotopy equivalence EaXY->EßXY'.
We now describe some special twisted homotopy equivalences YXY^Y'XY'. Let Z be a space with multiplication n.ZXZ^>Z. Given four maps fey-: W-+Z (i, j = l, 2) we define {(¿y)} : IFX W->Z 
